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INTRODUCTION
Washington County, in the extreme southwestern comer of the State of Utah, contains a
remarkably diverse array of native wildlife. This biodiversity can be attributed to the
convergence of the Mojave Desert, Great Basin, and Colorado Plateau physiographic regions,
and associated topographic and climatic variation. Brown (1994) identifies over nine distinct
biomes within Washington County, defined by their unique communities of flora and fauna.
Washington County is one of the fastest growing retirement and recreational areas in the
nation. In the last two decades, the County has experienced intense popUlation growth resulting
in a doubling of the region's population (Theis and Maas 1994). Although numerous outlying
communities contribute to the overall population base, most of the growth is concentrated along
the Virgin River Valley in the St. George area (Theis and Maas, 1994). Growth projections
predict a steady annual increase (Wee 1995, Theis and Maas, 1994).
The goal of this plan is to determine the current status of sensitive native fish, reptile and
amphibian species and to develop methods for monitoring their distribution and relative
abundance. Museum, literature, and agency records were accumulated, mapped and entered into
a distributional database. These records will be used to identify spatial and temporal gaps in
species distribution. Procedures and methods are proposed to inventory gaps to document
current distribution of sensitive amphibian and reptile species. Long term monitoring stations
would then be established to track popUlation trend information for native amphibians and
reptiles. Monitoring stations for amphibians will be established along streams and other
breeding areas, and monitoring stations for reptile species will be randomly stratified within
vegetation communities and cover types.
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Implementation of this plan will establish a process for monitoring sensitive amphibian
and reptile species within Washington County. Tracking population trends of sensitive species
will allow the detection of population declines and habitat changes. Identifying population
declines at early stages will provide opportunities for broad-based stakeholder involvement and
collaborative management. By monitoring changes in species abundance and distribution,
proactive management solutions can be implemented, maximizing resource vitality and
minimizing intrusive recovery efforts. Sensitive Species status can help guide management
decisions and conservation strategies within Washington County to minimize conflicts between
resource development and wildlife conservation. By developing and implementing timely
conservation measures for Sensitive Species, federal listing of these species under the
Endangered Species Act may be precluded.

SCOPE
The native species that will be addressed under this plan include all sensitive fish,
amphibians and reptiles occurring within Washington County. Of the sixty-four native fish,
amphibians and reptiles found in Washington County, three are federally protected under the
Endangered Species Act and twenty-six are listed on the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sensitive Species List (UDWR 1998). Twenty of these are Species of Special Concern, four are
State Endangered Species, one is a Conservation Species, and one is presumed extirpated (Table
1). Species of Special Concern are those species that have either experienced a decrease in
population, distribution, or habitat availability, or occur in limited areas and numbers due to
specialized habitat requirements. State Endangered Species are those species that are threatened
Page 2

Table 1. Native fish, amphibian, and reptile sensitive species within Washington County, Utah.
State of Utah Sensitive Species Status includes Conservation Species (CS), State Endangered
Species (E), Species of Special Concern with substantial declines in population, distribution
and/or habitat availability (SP), Species of Special Concern with limited range and/or specialized
habitats (SD), and extinct (EX). Federal status includes extinct (EX), Endangered (E) and
Threatened (T) under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended.

SPECIES
Common Name
Fish:
Virgin Spinedace'
Woundfm'
Virgin River Chub'
Flannelmouth Sucker
Desert Sucker
Amphibians:
Relict Leopard Frog'
Lowland Leopard Frog'
Southwestern Toad

STATUS
Latin Name

State

Lepidomeda mollispinis mollispinis

Catostomus clarki

CS
E
E
SP
SD

Rana onea
Rana yavapaiensis
Bufo microscaphus microscaphus

EX
SP
SP

Coleonyx variegatus utahensis
Dipsosaurus dorsalis dorsalis
Sauro malus obesus obesus
Callisaurus draconoides rhodostictus
Heloderma suspectus cinctum
Xantusia vigUis vigilis

SD
SD
SP/SD
SD
E
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SP
SP
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
E

Plagopterus argentissimus
Gila seminuda
Catostaltius iatipinnis

Federal

E
E

EX

Reptiles:

Utah Banded Gecko '
Desert Iguana I

Western Chuckwalla'
Mohave Zebra-tailed Lizard'
Banded Gila Monster'
Desert Night Lizard'
Utah Blind Snake'
Mojave Patch-nosed Snake
Desert Glossy Snake'
California Kingsnake
Utah Milk Snake
Utah Mountain Kingsnake
Sonora Lyre Snake '
Southwestern Black-headed Snake
Mojave Rattlesnake '
Southwestern Speckled Rattlesnake'
Mojave Desert Sidewinder'
Desert Tortoise'

Leptotyph/ops humilis utahensis
Salvadora hexalepis mojavensis
Arizona elegans eburnata

Lampropeltis getulus californiae
Lampropeitis triangulum taylort

Lampropeltis pyromelana infralabialis
Trimorphodon biscutatus lambda
Tantilla hobartsmithi
Crotalus scutulatus scutulatus

Crotalus mitchcellii pyrrhus
Crotalus cerastes cerastes
Gopherus agassizii

IDistribution within Utah is limited to Washington County.
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with extirpation due to declining populations, alteration and/or reduction of habitat, or
detrimental environmental changes. A State Conservation Species is a species that meets the
requirements for federal or state listing status, but is managed under a Conservation Agreement,
implemented by the State of Utah, to remove the threats warranting listing. Within Utah, the
distribution of eighteen sensitive species is limited to Washington County.
Currently, collaborative planning efforts within Washington County to resolve conflicts
between development and conservation of protected species have resulted in several long-term
management plans. Fishes are currently being managed under a variety of programs and
documents including the Virgin River Basin Integrated Resource Management and Recovery
Program (VRBIRMRP 1998), Virgin River Fishes Recovery Plan (USFWS 1995) and Virgin
Spinedace Conservation Agreement (Lentsch et al. 1995).
In 1990, the Mojave desert tortoise population was listed as threatened under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. Federal listing was in response to tortoise
population declines associated with habitat degradation, disease, predation, and human-related
mortality (USFWS 1990). The Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan identifies
two areas within Washington County, the Upper Virgin River and Beaver Dam Slope Desert
Wildlife Management Areas, as critical for the species recovery (USFWS 1994). The
Washington County Habitat Conservation Plan (1996) was developed and implemented to reduce
conflicts between urban development and desert tortoise conservation within the Upper Virgin
River Recovery Area. Inventory and monitoring information will enhance resource planning and
help to circumvent future potential conflicts.
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PROCESS

To reach the goals and objectives proposed in this plan we propose a three step process:
I) Document historic and current distribution, 2) Identify and inventory gaps in information to
assess current distribution, and 3) Establish a long-term monitoring plan. Each of these
processes are described in detail below and outlined in Table 2.
Historic Distribution

Historic distribution was determined by reviewing published and grey literature, agency
reports and observations, and museum collections for all locality records of sensitive native
amphibians and reptiles. Appendix A contains addresses of all museums that responded to
queries for historical collection records of native fish, amphibians, and reptile species within
Washington County, Utah. Each of these records was evaluated, identified on a map, and entered
into a state-wide database (Figure I). Knowledge of life histories and habitat preferences of each
species is essential for appropriate project design and selection of suitable sampling methods.
Distribution maps and general life histories of all sensitive fish, amphibian and reptile species
including habitat affinity, distribution localities, and limiting factors within Washington County
were completed (Appendix B).
Distribution maps for each species were developed using Visual dBASE (Version 5.5)
and ArcView Geographic Information System (Version 3.0). These maps allow us to analyze
spatial relationships of sensitive species to physiographic, biological and cultural features.
Multiple layers were obtained from the State Geographic Information Database, distributed by
the Automated Geographic Reference Center, State of Utah, Department of Administrative
Services. Layers used include County Boundaries, 1992 TIGER Roads, Municipal Boundaries,
Page 5

Table 2. Summary of process to assess current status and monitor sensitive fish, amphibian, and
reptile species within Washington County.
I.

2.

Historic Distribution
a.
Collect distribution records from museum collections, literature, and agency
observations.
b.
Evaluate and enter historical distribution records into a spatial database.
c.
Complete literature reviews on species life histories, habitat preferences and
limiting factors.
d.
Create historic distribution maps.
Field inventory
a.
Identify data gaps in current distributions of sensitive species focusing on areas in
which distribution data does not exist or is currently unknown.
b.
Determine inventory areas and define an inventory station for each species
assemblage.
1.
Fish
(1)
Native fish distributions have been determined through field
inventories.
11.
Amphibians
(1)
Conduct amphibian inventories every Y2 mile to one mile along
streams containing potential habitat.
(2)
Inventory stations will consist of visual encounter surveys, audio
strip transects and egg mass surveys.
111.
Reptiles
(I)
Desert tortoise
(a)
Desert tortoise distribution and relative density has been
determined through extensive field inventories.
(2)
Other reptiles
(a)
Determine current distribution by implementing habitatbased inventories within vegetation communities.
(i)
Overlay vegetation communities on historic
distribution maps.
(ii)
Conduct inventories in communities that species are
known to inhabit but where distribution data is
lacking or currently unknown.
(iii)
Inventory stations will consist of visual encounter
surveys, drift fences, and pit fall traps.
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Table 2. Continued.
3.

Long-tenn Monitoring
a.
Detennine location of monitoring stations based on inventory results.
b.
Detennine monitoring areas and define monitoring stations for each species
assemblage.
I.
Fish
(1)
Pennanent native fish monitoring stations have been established
and annual monitoring has been conducted since 1994.
II.
Amphibians
(I)
Establish monitoring stations very 10 miles along the Virgin River
mainstem and its tributaries.
(2)
Pennanent monitoring stations will be randomly located within
appropriate habitat and conducted at regular intervals.
(a)
Monitoring stations will consist of audio strip transects,
surveys at breeding sites and egg mass counts.
111.
Reptiles
(I)
Desert tortoise
(a)
Pennanent desert tortoise monitoring stations have been
established and annual monitoring has been conducted
since 1998 within the Red Cliffs Desert Reserve.
(b)
Establish pennanent monitoring stations on the Beaver
Dam Slope Desert Wildlife Management Area.
(2)
Other reptiles
(a)
Establish long-tenn monitoring stations for sensitive
reptiles within vegetation cover types.
(i)
IdentifY and map vegetation cover types.
(ii)
Detennine species occurrence within vegetation
cover types.
(iii)
Establish relative monitoring effort based on species
diversity within cover type.
(iv)
Randomly locate pennanent monitoring stations
within each cover type.
(v)
Monitoring stations will consist of2 Ian transects in
combination with drift fence and pit fall trap arrays.
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Figure 1. Sensitive reptile and amphibian distribution records (N=1160) within
Washington County, Utah. Distribution information includes museum
records, grey literature, and agency observations.

Water Courses, and Water Bodies. Vegetation types within Washington County will be mapped
using the GAP analysis vegetation classification system which maps vegetation cover types at a
scale of I: I 00,000. The Red Cliffs Desert Reserve boundary was obtained from the Bureau of
Land Management, St. George, Utah.

Field Inventory
Since temporal and spatial gaps are often inherent in historical records, inventories must
be conducted to determine current distribution. Areas to be inventoried will be determined using
species life history information and historical distribution maps. Inventory effort will concentrate
on areas in which distribution data does not exist or is currently unknown. Inventory methods
are proposed for sensitive amphibians and reptiles. In communities where multiple sensitive
species are expected, multiple methods will be used to obtain an accurate profile of species
assemblages.
Native Fish and Amphibian Species. -- Complete distribution of Virgin River fishes has
been determined through field inventories. Distribution of wound fin and Virgin River chub were
studied extensively in the 1970's (Cross 1975, Cross 1978a, Cross 1978b, Cross 1985, Deacon
1988). Valdez et al. (1991) completed inventories of native fish in the Virgin River and its
tributaries. Addley and Hardy (1993) completed an intensive Virgin spinedace inventory of the
Virgin River mainstem and all of its tributaries within Utah. Sampling stations were located
every mile along the mainstem and every y, to % mile along all tributaries and sub-tributaries
containing potential native fish habitat (Addley and Hardy 1993). All stations were sampled
using quantitative and qualitative seining and electroshocking methods to determine species
presence or absence and relative abundance (Addley and Hardy 1993).
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We propose a similar inventory effort for determining the distribution of the southwestern
toad (Bufo microscaphus microscaphus) and lowland leopard frog (Rana yavapaiensis) within
Washington County. Inventory stations should be located every mile along streams containing
potential habitat for these species. Visual encounter surveys, audio strip transects and egg mass
surveys will be conducted at each inventory station (Appendix Dl). Inventories will be
completed from March to April when the maximum number of species are expected to be vocal
and active. Visual encounter surveys will be implemented to determine presence or absence of
surface dwelling amphibians. In this type of survey, field personnel walk through an area or
habitat for a prescribed time period systematically searching for animals or sign (Campbell and
Christman 1982, Corn and Bury 1990, Crump and Scott 1994). This survey method is
appropriate for highly visible, clumped target species that inhabit easily identified habitats such
as riparian zones (Crump and Scott 1994). Audio strip transects, counting all calling frogs along
a transect, will determine presence or absence and species composition of amphibians in riparian
areas (Zimmerman 1994). This technique exploits the species-specific behavior of frogs, where
males in reproductive condition use distinctive calls to advertise their position to potential mates
and rivals (Wells 1977). Surveys at breeding sites and sampling of amphibian larvae are
effective since adults in amplexus and their associated egg masses are often conspicuous (Scott
and Woodward 1994, Shaffer et al. 1994).
Terrestrial Reptiles. -- Distribution and relative densities of desert tortoises were
determined from intensive one-mile transect surveys on suitable or potentially suitable habitat
throughout Washington County. Results from approximately 1,000 of these transects were
combined with UDWR and BLM 1 1', mile triangular sign transects to determine presence or
Page 10

absence of desert tortoises within Washington County (WCC 1995). Relative abundance,
specifically low, medium, and high tortoise density, was detennined from the number of sign,
including burrows, scat, carcasses, or individuals, observed per transect. To detennine relative
densities, sign transects were completed on a square mile study plot of known density (pridell et
al. 1995a, Fridell et al. 1995b) and correlated with transect survey results. The resulting data was
used to create a current distribution map of desert tortoises within Washington County which
distinguished low, medium and high relative densities (WCC 1995).
Inventories for terrestrial reptiles other than desert tortoises have not been completed for
Washington County. We propose a habitat-based inventory effort using vegetation communities
derived from the GAP analysis vegetation classification system (Edwards et al. 1995). Six
vegetation community strata were identified within Washington County and include desert,
sagebrush and grassland, pinyon-juniper, mountain shrub, coniferous forests, and riparian areas
(Figure 2). Agriculture, water bodies and urban areas are also identified. These vegetation
communities will be overlayed onto maps of distribution records to detennine temporal and
spatial distribution gaps. Inventory effort will focus on communities in which sensitive species
are known to inhabit but where distribution data is lacking or is currently unknown. Inventory
effort will be greatest in vegetation communities containing the greatest diversity of sensitive
species.
A variety of inventory methods are proposed as some of the species surveyed are difficult
to observe and spend a large portion of time below ground (Appendix D2). Visual encounter
surveys will be conducted to detennine presence or absence of diurnal terrestrial reptiles and
species composition. Drift fence and pitfall trap arrays will be implemented for secretive or
Page 11
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Figure 2. Vegetation community strata for inventory of sensitive reptile species within
Washington County, Utah.

rare terrestrial reptiles (Corn 1994). Straight-line drift fences are short barriers (5-15 rn) that
direct animals traveling on the substrate surface into traps.
Long-term Monitoring
Upon completion of the inventory, a long-term monitoring program will be implemented
to determine the relative abundance and status of native reptile and amphibian species.
Locations of permanent monitoring stations will be based on inventory results.
Native Fish and Amphibians. --Since 1994, a native fish monitoring program has been
implemented to determine fish composition, density, age structure, reproductive success and
habitat parameters. Native fish popUlations are currently monitored each fall at twelve depletion
electroshocking stations on the Virgin River mainstem and its tributaries (Comella et al. 1998;
Fig. 3). In addition, the Virgin River Fishes Recovery Team has established six stations to
monitor woundfin populations on the Virgin River below Pah Tempe Springs (Figure 3). These
stations are currently sampled by depletion seining every spring and fall.
A monitoring plan for amphibians within Washington County has not been developed.
We propose establishing monitoring stations every 10 miles along the Virgin River mainstem
and its tributaries within the distribution of the southwestern toad and lowland leopard frog.
Each monitoring station will include audio strip transects, surveys at breeding sites, and egg
mass counts (Appendix Dl).
Terrestrial Reptiles. -- Intensive monitoring of desert tortoises has been implemented
within the Upper Virgin River Recovery Unit to determine long term trends in densities.
Distance sampling transects were established randomly within Red Cliffs Desert Reserve,
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Figure 3. Location of Virgin River fishes monitoring stations, Virgin River Drainage,
Southwestern Utah.

Washington County, Utah. Monitoring methods and statistical techniques are described in
Fridell et al. (1998). A similar monitoring method is proposed for the Beaver Dam Slope Desert
Wildlife Management Area.
A monitoring plan for terrestrial reptiles other than desert tortoises has not been
implemented in Washington County. We propose establishing long-term monitoring stations for
sensitive reptiles within vegetation cover types (Figure 4). Twenty-three vegetation cover types
are identified within Washington County based on GAP analysis (Edwards et al. 1995). Each
strata is based on the dominate plant species found in each vegetation community (Table 3).
Vegetation types were discerned from satellite imagery and aerial photographs (Edwards et al.
1995). Cover types included seral as well as climax vegetation and all cover types were
consistent with GAP analysis from other states (Scott et al. 1993). The accuracy of the Utah Gap
Analysis cover type map was assessed at 75.3% (range ~ 72.8 - 76.3; SD ~ 0.0003; Edwards et
al. 1995). Appendix B describes each cover type and its associated species diversity.
Relative monitoring effort was determined for each vegetation cover type (Table 3). The
proposed monitoring effort is proportional to the number of sensitive species in each cover type
(Table 4). Sensitive species occurrence in each cover type was identified by mapping
distribution records and reviewing species habitat affinities (Table 4). Intensive monitoring
efforts will be conducted in cover types containing more than four sensitive reptile species.
Moderate monitoring effort will be conducted in cover types with two to four sensitive species
while low to no effort will be conducted in cover types with one or less sensitive species.
Monitoring stations will be randomly located within each cover type. Stations will be
permanently established and monitored at regular intervals. Intervals will be determined based
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Figure 4. Vegetation cover type strata for monitoring sensitive reptile species within
Washington County. Utah.

Table 3. Vegetation community strata, vegetation cover type strata, cover identification number,
and relative monitoring effort for terrestrial species within Washington County, Utah.
VEGETATION
COMMUNITY

VEGETATION
COVER TYPE

Desert Communities:

Barrens
Salt Desert Scrub
Blackbrush
Creosote-Bursage

20
32
34
35

Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive

Sagebrush and Grasslands:

Sagebrush
Sagebrush/Perennial
Grassland
Desert Grassland

14

15
16
33

Low
Low
Low
Intensive

Pinyon
Juniper
Pinyon-Juniper

6
7
8

Oak
Mountain Shrub
Dry Meadows
Ponderosa PinelMt Shrub
Spruce-FirlMountain Shrub
Mountain FirlMt Shrub

II

Moderate

13
18
22
23
24

Moderate

Spruce-Fir
Ponderosa Pine
Mountain Fir
Aspen

2
3
5
10

Riparian Areas

Mountain Riparian
Lowland Riparian

26
27

Intensive
Intensive

Other Regions:

Water
Agriculture
Urban

I

30
31

None
Moderate
None

Pinyon-Juniper:

Mountain Shrubs:

Coniferous Forests
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COVERID
NUMBER

RELATIVE
MONITORING
EFFORT

Intensive
Intensive
Intensive.

Low
Low
Low
Low

Low
Moderate

Low
Moderate

Tab le 4. Sensitive reptile occurrence within vegetation communities and cover types, Washington County, Utah.
VEGETATION COMMUNITIES AND COVER TYPES
Desert

SPECIES

20 32 34 35
X
X

xx

X
X
X

XX
XX
XX
X X

X
X
X
X

XX
XX
XX
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Total

5

13 12 16

X

14 15 16 33

XX

Desert Tortoise
Utah Banded Gecko
Desert Iguana
Western Chuckwalla
Mojave Zebra-tailed Lizard
Banded Gila Monster
Desert Night Lizard
Utah Blind Snake
Mojave Patch-nosed Snake
Desert Glossy Snake
California Kingsnake
Utah Milk Snake
Utah Mountain Kiogsnake
Sonora Lyre Snake
SW Black-headed Snake
Mojave Rattlesnake
SW Speckled Rattlesnake
Mojave Desert Sidewinder

X

PinyonJuniper

Sagebrush
and
Grassland

6 7

8

XX

X

Mountain Shrubs

11

13

18 22

23

Coniferous
Forests

24

2 3 5 10

Riparian

Other
Areas

Areas

26

27

1 30 31

X

X
X

X

X

XX
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

XX
XX
X
XX
X

X

X
X
XX
XX
XX
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
XXXX

X

X
X

I

1

o

6

5

8

5

2

2

I

I
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upon specific monitoring objectives (i.e., target species, life history information, management
priorities, etc.). The number of monitoring stations established within each cover type will be
based on the relative monitoring effort. An intensive monitoring effort will require a greater
number of monitoring stations, while a low monitoring effort will require significantly less
monitoring stations.
For each monitoring station, we propose visual encounter transects for diurnal terrestrial
reptiles to determine species numbers, relative abundances, and densities (Appendix D2). A 2 Ian
square quadrat with 500 m sides will be established at each monitoring station. In addition, each
station will contain a minimum of four drift fence and pitfall trap arrays to track nocturnal or
secretive species that are difficult to detect during transect sampling (Appendix D2).

SUMMARY

This plan outlines methods to determine the current status, distribution and relative
abundance of sensitive fish, reptile and amphibian species. A three step process is proposed to
achieve these objectives: 1) Document historic distribution, 2) Assess current distribution by a
thorough field inventory, 3) Establish a long-term monitoring plan. Historic distribution was
determined through museum records, published literature, and agency reports and observations.
Using historical distribution maps, spatial and temporal gaps in species distribution will be
identified. Native fish distributions have been determined and permanent monitoring stations
established. Inventory methods are proposed to document current distribution of sensitive
amphibian and reptile species. Based on inventory results, long term monitoring stations will be
established to determine popUlation trends and relative abundances for native amphibians and
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reptiles. Sensitive species status will help direct management decisions and conservation
strategies within Washington County.
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APPENDIX A. Museums responding to queries for historical collection records of native fish,
amphibians, and reptile species within Washington County, Utah.

American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY 10024
Arizona State University, Arts and Sciences, P.O. Box 37100, Phoenix, AZ 85069
Arizona State University, Curator of Vertebrate Zoology, Tempe, AZ 85287
Boise State University, Department of Biology, 1910 University Drive Boise, ID 83725
Brigham Young University, Department of Zoology, Provo, UT 84602
California Academy of Science, Division of Vertebrate Zoology, San Francisco, CA 94118
Carnegie Museum of Natural History 4400 Forbes Avenue Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Chicago Academy of Sciences, Collections Manager, 2001 North Clark Street Chicago, IL 60614
Colorado State University, Department of Biology, Fort Collins, CO 80523
Cranbrook Institute of Science, 500 Lone Pine Road, Bloomfield Hills, MI480l3
Dixie College, Curator of Vertebrate Zoology, St. George, UT 84770
Field Museum of Natural History, Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60605
Harvard University, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, MA 02138
Idaho State University, Department of Biological Sciences, Pocatello, ID 83209
Illinois Natural History Survey, Dr. Christine A. Mayer, 607 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign, IL
61820
James F. Bell Museum of Natural History, 17th and University Avenues, SE Minneapolis, MN
55455
Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History, 900 Exposition Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA
90007
McGill University, Redpath Museum, Department of Biological Sciences, 859 Sherbrooke Street
West Montreal, Quebec, H3A 2K6, Canada
Miami University, Department of Zoology, Oxford, OH 45056
Michigan State University Museum, West Circle Drive, East Lansing, MI 48823
Milwaukee Public Museum 800 West Wells Street Miwaukee, WI 53233
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institute, Division of Vertebrate Zoology,
Washington D.C 20560
Natural History Museum, Dr. Jeff Seigel, Section of Vertebrates-Fishes, 900 Exposition Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90007
New Mexico State University, Department of Biology, Box 3AF, Las Cruces, NM 88003
Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ 86011
Northwestern State University of Louisiana, Department of Biology, Natchitoches, LA 71497
Ohio University, Department of Biological Sciences, Athens, OH 45701
San Diego Natural History Museum, Balboa Park, San Diego, CA 92112
San Diego State University, Department of Biology, San Diego, CA 92182
Snow College, Department of Biology, 150 East 100 North, Ephraim, UT 84627
Texas A&M University, Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, College Station, TX 77843
Texas Christian University, Department of Biology, Fort Worth, TX 76129
Texas Tech University, Department of Biology, Lubbock, TX 79409
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University of Arizona, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Tucson, AZ 85721
University of California-Berkeley, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, CA 94720
University of California-Los Angeles, Biology Department, Los Angeles, CA 90024
University of Colorado, Department ofEPO Biology, Boulder, CO 80309
University of Florida, Florida State Museum, Gainesville, FL 32611
University of Georgia, Museum of Natural History, Athens, GA 30602
University ofIdaho, Department of Biological Sciences, Moscow, ill 83843
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Museum of Natural History, 438 Natural History
Building 1301 West Green Street, Urbana, IL 61801
University of Kansas, Museum of Natural History, Lawrence, KS 66045
University of Miami, Department of Biology, P.O. Box 249118, Coral Gables, FL 33124
University of Michigan, Museum of Zoology, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
University of Nevada-Las Vegas, Barrick Museum of Natural History, 4505 Maryland Parkway,
Las Vegas, NY 89154
University of Nevada-Reno, Department of Biology, College of Arts and Sciences, Reno, NY
89557
University of New Mexico, Museum of Southwestern Biology, Albuquerque, NM 87131
University of Oklahoma Norman, Department of Biology, OK 73019
University of Texas-Arlington, Department of Biology, Arlington, TX 76019
University of Texas Austin, Department of Zoology, TX 78712
University of Texas Austin, Texas Memorial Museum, 2400 Trinity Street, TX 78712
University of Texas-El Paso, Department of Biological Sciences, EI Paso, TX 79968
Universily of Soulhem Utah, Museum of Natural History, Cedar City, UT 84721
University ofUtah, Museum of Natural History, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
University of Utah, Museum of Zoology
University of Wyoming, Department of Zoology, College of Arts & Sciences, Laramie, WY
82071
Weber State University, Museum of Natural History, 3750 Harrison Boulevard, Ogden, UT
84408
Yale University, Peabody Museum of Natural History, 170 Whitney Avenue, New Haven, CN
06520
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APPENDIX B. Sensitive fish, amphibian, and reptile species descriptions and historic
distribution records.

NATIVE FISH
Virgin Spinedace (Lepidollleda lIIo11ispill is lIIo11ispill is)
The Virgin spinedace is listed as a conservation species within the State of Utah (UDWR 1998).
Virgin spined ace populations have declined throughout their historic distribution due to habitat
alteration, dewatering due to agriculture, mining, and urbanization, and the introduction of nonnative fishes (Rinne 1971, Valdez et aJ. 1991, Addley and Hardy 1993). As a result, this species
was proposed for Federal listing under the Endangered Species Act (USFWS 1994). In response
to this proposal, the State of Utah developed the Virgin Spinedace Conservation Agreement and
Strategy (Lentsch et aJ. 1995) to administer conservation measures and remove the threats
warranting listing. This agreement is currently being implemented within Washington County.
The Virgin spinedace is a member ofa unique group of native spiny-rayed minnows (Sigler and
Miller 1963). It has a silvery appearance with a brassy sheen and dark blotches on its sides. The
bases of the pelvic and pectoral fins may be orange or red in adults (Sigler and Sigler 1996). The
Virgin spinedace is characteri zed by a large eye, a rounded snout with a large terminal mouth,
and a rounded head and belly (Sigler and Miller 1963). Habitat preferences include pools, swift
runs, and riffles with sand, gravel, and cobble substrate (Rinne 1971, Sigler and Sigler 1996).
Spinedace are primarily insectivorous, consuming mayflies, beetle larvae, and other macro
invertebrates. Within Utah, Virgin spinedace are currently found in the mainstem Virgin River
and the following reaches: Beaver Dam Wash, Santa Clara River, Moody Wash, Magotsu Creek,
Ash Creek, LaVerkin Creek, North Creek, North Fork Virgin River, East Fork Virgin River, and
Shunes Creek (Figure B 1).
Woundfin (Plagopterlls argelltisslIIllS)
The woundfin is an endangered species both in the State of Utah and under the Federal
Endangered Species Act (UDWR 1988). Population declines and severely limited distribution
have resulted from flow alteration, habitat loss, dewatering of streams, and the invasion of
parasites such as the Asian tapeworm (Heckmann et aJ. 1986, USFWS 1995). In addition, the
introduction and establishment of non-native red-shiner (CyprineUa lutrensis) poses a threat to
the continued existence of the woundfin minnow. Currently, the woundfin is managed under the
Virgin River Fishes Recovery Plan (USFWS 1995). The woundfin is distinguished by a dorsal
fin with a pair of anterior spines, and pelvic fins with spine-like modifications (Sigler and Miller
1963). This species has a streamlined body lacking scales (Sigler and Mi ller 1963). It has a
wide, flat head, long snout, subterminal mouth with well developed barbels in the comers, and a
large, forked caudal fin (Lentsch et aJ. 1995, Sigler and Sigler 1996). The woundfin inhabits
areas with murky water, strong currents, shifting substrate, and little or no vegetation (Sigler and
Miller 1963). This species prefers fast, sandy runs in turbid water, but will occasionally utilize
pools (Page and Burr 1991). The woundfin is omnivorous, feeding on algae and aquatic insects.
Current wound fin distribution includes the mainstem of the Virgin River from below Pah Tempe
to the Washington Fields Diversion (Figure B2). Woundfin are occasionally found below the
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Washington Fields Diversion, however, population numbers are limited due to non-native red
shiners which out compete this species for habitat and food resources.
Virgin River Chub (Gila semilluda)
The Virgin River chub is an endangered species both in the state of Utah and under the Federal
Endangered Species Act (UDWR 1998). Population declines and limited distribution have
resulted from flow alteration, habitat loss, dewatering of streams, and the introduction of nonnative fishes (USFWS 1995). The Virgin River chub is managed under the Virgin River Fishes
Recovery Plan (USFWS 1995). Identifying characteristics ofthis species include a silver-green
back fading to a white belly, silver sides, a constricted caudal peduncle, and a deeply notched
caudal fin. The body is fully scaled, however, the scales on the belly, breast, and back are
reduced in size. This species is more streamlined than the closely related roundtail chub (Gila
robusta) (Lentsch et al. 1995). The Virgin River chub is suited to habitats with occasional high
flows and turbid water. Habitat preferences include deep runs and pools with plenty of cover,
and boulder, cobble, and sand substrates (Lentsch et al. 1995). The Virgin River chub is an
onmivorous (LaRivers 1962), opportunistic feeder that forages on algae and insect larvae
(Vanicek and Kramer 1969). Current Virgin River chub distribution includes the mainstem
Virgin River from below Pah Tempe to the Washington Fields Diversion (Figure B3). Virgin
River chub are occasionally found below the Washington Fields Diversion, however, population
numbers are limited due to the presence of non-native red shiners.
Desert Sucker (Catostomus clarkI)
The desert sucker is a species of special concern in Utah due to limited distribution and
population declines from flow alteration and the introduction of non-native fishes (UDWR
1998). C. clarki is silver-tan to olive above and silver to yellow below. This species has a nearly
cylindrical body, rounded nose, and a large subterminal mouth characterized by a distinct lateral
notch extending down from the mouth (Lentsch et al. 1995). Within Washington County, the
desert sucker inhabits the Virgin River and select tributaries, preferring run, riffle, and
occasionally pool habitat, with sand, gravel, and cobble substrates. This bottom dweller is an
herbivore, eating algae and macro invertebrates such as midges and mayflies (Sigler and Sigler
1996). The desert sucker has been documented in the following reaches: the mainstem of the
Virgin River, Santa Clara River, Moody Wash, Magotsu Creek, Ash Creek, LaVerkin Creek,
North Creek, North Fork Virgin River, East Fork Virgin River, Quail Creek, Beaver Dam Wash,
and East Fork Beaver Dam Wash (Figure B4) (Addley and Hardy 1993).
Flannelmouth Sucker (Catostomus latipiIlllis)
In Utah, the flannelmouth sucker is a species of special concern due to declining popUlations
from flow alteration, habitat loss, and the introduction of non-native fishes (UDWR 1998). This
species is identified by a cylindrical body, constricted caudal peduncle, and a subterminal mouth
with the lower mouth divided by a median notch (Lentsch et al. 1995, Sigler and Sigler 1996).
The flannehnouth sucker is green to blue-gray above, blending to yellow-orange on its sides, and
cream colored underneath (Lentsch et al. 1995). Individuals inhabit temperate streams with
turbid water (Lentsch et al. 1995), preferring rocky pools, runs, and riffles (page and Burr 1991).
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This bottom dweller feeds extensively on algae and other plant material (Lentsch et al. 1995,
Sigler and Sigler 1996). The flannelmouth sucker is documented in the following reaches: the
mainstem of the Virgin River, Santa Clara River by Gunlock Reservoir, La Verkin Creek, North
Creek, North Fork Virgin River, and East Fork Virgin River (Figure B5) (Addley and Hardy
1993).
NATIVE AMPHIBIANS
Relict Leopard Frog (Raila ollea)
The relict leopard frog is considered extinct in Utah due to hunlan alteration of ground water
systems which destroyed suitable habitat (Platz 1984, UDWR 1998). This species was thought
to be extinct throughout its range, however, Jennings (1995) rediscovered R. allea in Lake Mead
National Recreation Area. Within Utah the relict leopard frog was restricted to creeks, springs,
and seeps in the Virgin River Valley, primarily inhabiting areas along the Virgin River (Platz
1984, Wright and Wright 1995), and stands of bulrush surrounding marshes and pools (Lentsch
et al. 1995). This species has a brown body with dark spots outlined in gray, and has light
colored dorsolateral ridges (Lentsch et al. 1995). Individuals are yellow to orange around the
groin region and the thighs are usually spotted rather than barred (Platz 1984). It has a light
stripe running below the eye to just behind the angle of the mouth and often has a dark spot
connecting the eye and nostril (Wright and Wright 1995). Food preferences for this frog include
insects, spiders, and crustaceans (Behler 1995). Historic documentation indicates that this
species occurred in Berry Springs and 6 miles east of St. George along the Virgin River.
However, Berry Springs was drained in 1973 and subsequent habitat loss led to the extirpation of
this species within Utah (Platz 1984). No individuals were observed in recent amphibian surveys
in the Utah Virgin River Basin (Jennings 1995).
Lowland Leopard Frog (Ralta yavapaiellsis)
The lowland leopard frog is a species of special concern in Utah due to declining populations
(UDWR 1998). The existence of viable popUlations of this species within the state is unknown.
This frog is tan, gray-brown, or light gray-green dorsally with a yellow ventral surface (Lentsch
et al. 1995). The yellow coloration on the groin often extends to the posterior venter and
underneath the legs (Platz 1988). Identifying characteristics include dorsolateral folds, skin
tubercles, dark barring on rear of thighs, and usually a vague upper lip stripe (Stebbins 1985).
Male frogs have a swollen and darkened thumb base (Lentsch et al. 1995). The lowland leopard
frog inhabits seeps and springs associated with perennial streams, side channels of rivers, and
ponds (Stebbins 1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). Diet preferences of this species include insects,
spiders, and crustaceans (Behler 1995). The only documentation of the lowland leopard frog in
Utah comes from observations along the Virgin River downstream from St. George in 1992, and
North ofSt. George from an unverified 1937 museum record (Figure B6).

Southwestern Toad (Bufo mieroseaphus microseaphus)
The southwestern toad is a species of special concern within Utah due to declining populations
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(UDWR 1998). These declines have been attributed to habitat loss, high larval mortality rates,
and hybridization with Bufo woodhousii (Sullivan 1993). This stocky toad has a light stripe
across its head and eyelids (Stebbins 1985). The body is green, gray, or brown, usually similar to
the color of the surrounding soil and rocks. IdentifYing characteristics include a weak or absent
cranial crest, a pale mark on each sacral hump, oblong paratoid glands, and the absence of a
vertebral stripe (Price and Sullivan 1988). The southwestern toad is nocturnal except during the
breeding season (March through July). This toad occurs in riparian areas of the Virgin River
Valley in Utah where it inhabits washes, streams, and arroyos (Stebbins 1985). Individuals
prefer permanent and intermittent shallow, slow-moving pools, backwaters, and streams with
sand or rock substrates. Various insects and spiders are the preferred diet of this toad. Within
Washington County, documented localities for this species include: Beaver Dam Wash, Santa
Clara River, Virgin River, and North Creek (Figure B7).

NATIVE REPTILES
Utah Banded Gecko (Co/eonyx varigatus utahensis)
The Utah banded gecko is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution within the
state (UDWR 1998). Individuals are pink or pale yellow with crossbands on both the body and
tail (Stebbins 1985). The bands are light tan or black, breaking up into blotches, spots, or
reticulations with age. Distinguishing features include slender toes lacking pads, small scales
which give a smooth, supple appearance of skin, and large eyes with vertical pupils (Stebbins
1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). Males have a prominent spur on each side at the base of the tail,
spurs are weak or absent in females (Stebbins 1985). C. varigatus utahensis inhabits desert and
pinyon-juniper vegetation communities preferring rocky tracts, canyon walls, and sand dunes
(Lentsch et al. 1995). This nocturnal, secretive lizard is an excellent climber and is often present
in crevices between rocks or under slabs of sandstone (Smith 1995), where it aggregates with
conspecifics (Burke 1994). Its diet consists of invertebrates, chiefly beetles and spiders. Geckos
can consume large prey which are forced down by serpentine jaw movements (Smith 1995).
Within Washington County, the Utah banded gecko has been documented from the Beaver Dam
Slope, Gunlock, the greater St. George area, Wamer Valley, and Zion National Park (Figure B8).
Desert Iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis dorsalis)
The desert iguana is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution in Utah (UDWR
1998). Within the state, the desert iguana occurs only in the extreme southwest comer of
Washington County with populations limited to the Beaver Dam Slope (Figure B9). This large,
robust lizard has strong legs, a small, blunt head, and a long tail nearly twice the length of its
body (Smith 1995). A unique series of enlarged, keeled median dorsal scales, a brownish head,
and a reddish-brown barred pattern with gray or white spotting on its neck and trunk characterize
this lizard (Smith 1995). The tail is gray and white with encircling rows of dark spots (Lentsch
et al. 1995). This species inhabits desert communities, preferring creosote-burs age and
blackbrush habitats with sand or clay soils. (Stebbins 1985). In addition, desert iguanas
occasionally frequent stream beds or washes (Stebbins 1985). Although extremely tolerant of
high temperatures this lizard often utilizes mammal burrows located near the base of cacti or
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bushes (Smith 1995). Primarily herbivorous the desert iguana eats fresh leaves, buds, and
flowers, occasionally eating insects and carrion (Lentsch et al. 1995).

Western Chuckwalla (Sauromalus obesus obesus)
The western chuckwalla is a species of special concern due to population declines and limited
distribution in Utah (UDWR 1998). Declines are attributed to habiat loss and over collection
(Smith 1995). The western chuckwalla is the second largest species oflizard found in the United
States (Smith 1995). This rough skinned lizard has a stout, dark body with lose folds of skin on
the neck and sides (Stebbins 1985). Males ofthis species are characterized by a black head,
forelegs, and upper body, transitioning to red, gray, or yellow towards the tail. The females and
young tend to have gray and yellow crossbands over the entire body length (Lentsch et al. 1995).
Possessing a unique defense, the chuckwalla inflates its lungs and tightly wedges its body against
the walls of a crack or crevice when threatened (Smith 1995). The western chuckwalla occurs at
elevations below 1219m (4000ft) in desert communities of creosote-burs age, blackbrush, and salt
desert scrub. Preferred habitat includes large rocks and boulders, often on barren hills or lava
beds, which provide cover and basking locales (Smith 1995). The chuckwalla is strictly
herbivorous browsing on leaves, buds, flowers, and fruit (Behler 1995). Chuckwallas have been
documented in the following localities within Washington County: Gunlock area, Padre Canyon,
Paradise Canyon, Bloomington Hills, St. George, Ft. Pearce Wash, Red Cliffs, Hurricane Cliffs,
Leeds, and Rockville (Figure B 10).
Mojave Zebra-Tailed Lizard (Callisaurus dracolloides rhodostictus)
The Mojave zebra-tailed lizard is a species of special concern because it inhabits specialized or
restricted areas, resulting in limited distribution (UDWR 1998). This large lizard is quite slim
and has a long, flat tail (Stebbins 1985). The zebra-tailed lizard has long slender legs and is
capable of traveling at great speeds, often running with its tail curled forward. Its body is usually
gray with yellowish sides and pairs of dusky spots running down the back. These spots change
to dusky dorsal crossbars on the tail, with the white undersurface ofthe tail barred with black
(Lentsch et al. 1995). During the breeding season males have a pair of black bars on each side
that fade into large blue blotches on the belly. Females lack the blue blotches on the belly and
bars are faint or absent (Lentsch et al. 1995). This lizard is limited to desert communities which
are barren or have blackbrush, creosote, and salt desert scrub vegetation. It occasionally
frequents rocky washes, however, it prefers areas with hard-packed soils and sparse vegetation
suitable for running (StebbinsI985, Lentsch et al. 1995). The diet of this species consists of
insects, spiders, other lizards, and occasionally plants (Stebbins 1985). The zebra-tailed lizard
has been documented in Washington County from the Beaver Dam Slope northeast to Zion
National Park (Figure B 11).
Gila Monster (Heloderma suspectum cillctum)
The Gila monster is currently a State of Utah endangered species due to declining populations
from over collection and habitat loss (UDWR 1998). The only venomous lizard occurring in the
United States, individuals are distinguished by a large, heavy body, massive head, thick tail, and
short limbs with small claws. Individuals have a distinct beaded appearance, with rounded scales
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in mottled black and pink or black and yellow patterns. Four irregular double crossbands and
four to five dark bands pattern the body and tail (Stebbins 1985). This ground dwelling species
occurs in sagebrush/grassland, and desert vegetation communities with scattered cacti, shrubs,
and grasses. In addition, rocky canyon bottoms or washes with dry or intermittent streams are
often utilized by Gila monsters. Habitat is characterized by basaltic lava slopes or flows, boulder
fields of loose Navajo sandstone, and gravelly or sandy soils where individuals dig burrows or
use those of other animals (Stebbins 1985, Beck 1990). Food preferences of Gila monsters
include small mammals, lizards, insects, carrion, and eggs of birds and reptiles. Gila monsters
are inactive for long periods and populations are spottily distributed (even in areas of excellent
habitat), making observations infrequent (Beck 1985). Specimens have been documented in the
following localities in Washington County: Beaver Dam Slope, Cedar Pockets Wash, Shivwits,
Santa Clara Bench, Padre Canyon, Snow Canyon, Paradise Canyon, Bloomington, Black Hill
west of St. George, Buckskin Hollow, Webb and Schmutz Hills, Ft. Pearce Wash in Warner
Valley (Beck 1985), Red Cliffs, Cottonwood Creek, and Quail Creek (Figure BI2).

Desert Night Lizard (Xantusia vigilis vigitis)
Within Utah, the desert night lizard is found only on the Beaver Dam Slope in southwestern
Washington County (Figure BI3). Classified as a species of special concern due to its limited
distribution, this lizard has a restricted and specialized habitat preference limited to creosotebursage desert communities with rocky outcroppings and Joshua trees (UDWR 1998). The
desert night lizard is seldom seen out in the open and can be found in fallen leaves and trunks of
yuccas, agaves, and Joshua trees (Stebbins 1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). The desert night lizard is
a slender, smooth scaled lizard. Its coloration is olive brown with speckling on its back. This
small lizard is identified by a beige and black stripe posterior to the eye, vertical pupils, and no
eyelids (Stebbins 1985). This lizard is mainly crepuscular and may be nocturnal during summer
months. The desert night lizards feeds on termites, spiders, ants, beetles, and flies (MacMahon
1997).
Utah Blind Snake (Leptotyphlops humitis utahensis)
The Utah Blind Snake is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution (UDWR
1998). This tiny, slender snake has a blunt head and tail with a uniform, cylindrical body
(Stebbins 1985). This snake, worm-like in both size and appearance, is characterized by silvery
pink, purple, or brown coloration, smooth shiny scales, and a small spine at the tip of the tail
(Stebbins 1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). In addition, it has vestigial eyes, which appear as dark
spots under its head scales. Occurring up to 1500m (5000ft) in elevation, the Utah blind snake
inhabits both desert and pinyon-juniper communities (Lentsch et al. 1995). Preferring moist,
sandy, friable soil the blind snake burrows among shrub roots, beneath rocks, and near ant nests.
The Utah blind snake is primarily fossorial, but may be found above ground at night or after
heavy rain. Its prey consists of insects, larvae, spiders, millipedes, and centipedes. Within
Washington County, documented localities for this species include the Santa Clara River and
areas North ofSt. George (Figure BI4).
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Mojave Patch-nosed Snake (Salvadora hexalepis mojave/Isis)
The Mojave patch-nosed snake is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution in
Utah (UDWR 1998). This thin bodied snake is distinguished by a broad patch on the tip of the
snout (Stebbins 1985). Individuals are gray to gray-tan above with a yellow, dark bordered
middorsal stripe, that is often faint or broken by narrow cross bands (Stebbins 1985). This
diurnal species inhabits desert, sagebrush/grassland, and riparian communities, preferring
creosote fiats, sagebrush, salt desert scrub, and lowland riparian areas (Stebbins 1985, Wright
and Wright 1994). Individuals are primarily ground dwelling, however, they will occasionally
climb into bushes or trees (Stebbins 1985). The Mojave patch-nosed snake preys upon lizards,
young snakes, and insects (Wright and Wright 1994). Documented localities within Washington
County include: Beaver Dam Mountains, St. George, and Zion National Park (Figure B 15).
Desert Glossy Snake (Arizona elegans ebumata)
The desert glossy snake is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution in Utah
(UDWR 1998). This snake is characterized by smooth, glossy scales that are weakly keeled
along the middle ofthe back. Dorsal coloration varies from light brown, cream, pink, or yellow
with small brown or gray blotches edged in black. The ventral surface is white or cream, tinted
with yellow (Lentsch et al. 1995). The desert glossy snake occurs in desert, sagebrush/grassland,
pinyon-juniper, and riparian communities. Primarily nocturnal, this species prefers open areas
with sparse cover such as creosote-burs age, blackbrush, grass, or pinyon-juniper. In addition,
areas with loose, sandy soils suitable for burrowing attract this snake (Stebbins 1985). A
constrictor, this specimen has a diet consisting ofiizards, snakes, and small mammals (Stebbins
1985). The desert glossy snake has been documented in Washington County in the following
localities: Beaver Dam Slope, Gunlock area, Santa Clara, and St. George (Figure B 16).
California Kingsnake if.-ampropeltis getulus califomiae)
The California kingsnake is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution (UDWR
1998). This snake is a smooth scaled constrictor, characterized by contrasting black and white
crossbands or stripes (Lentsch et al. 1995). The California kingsnake inhabits a diverse variety
of community types ranging from desert and sagebrush/grassland, to pinyon-juniper and riparian
areas up to 2100m (6900ft) (Lentsch et al. 1995). Primarily ground dwelling (it will occasionally
climb trees or bushes) this snake finds cover under rocks, logs, and brushy vegetation (Stebbins
1985). Its diet consists of snakes (including rattlesnakes), lizards, bird and reptile eggs, birds,
and small mammals (Stebbins 1985). Within Washington County, this species has been
documented in the following localities: Beaver Dam Slope, Santa Clara River, St. George, North
Creek, and Zion National Park (Figure B 17).
Utah Milk Snake (Lampropeltis triallgulum taylOr!)
The Utah milk snake is a species of special concern due to declining populations (UDWR 1998).
Because it is attractive to snake collectors, over collection as well as habitat degradation may be
factors in its decline (UDWR 1998). This smooth scaled snake has a black snout, or a light snout
with a black blotch on the tip. Broad black and white bands, fused with interrupted red rings,
pattern the back and occasionally extend to the ventral surface (Stebbins 1985). Found at
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elevations up to 2439m (SOOOft), the Utah milk snake frequents a variety of vegetation
communities including pinyon-juniper, mountain shrub, coniferous forest, and riparian.
Primarily nocturnal, this secretive snake seeks shelter under rocks and bark, and inside rotten
logs (Stebbins 1985). The diet of the Utah milk snake consists of birds, snakes, lizards, small
mammals, bird and reptile eggs, insects, and earthworms (Stebbins 1985). This species is only
known from Pine Valley in Washington County (Figure BIS).

Utah Mountain Kingsnake (Lampropeltis pyromelana infralabialis)
The Utah mountain kingsnake is a species of special concern due to declining populations from
habitat loss and over collection (UDWR 1995). This snake is smooth scaled with a flat head
slightly wider than the neck. It has a white or light yellow snout and the body is brilliantly tricolored with black, red, and white bands. A majority of the white bands extend across the belly
usually remaining unbroken (Stebbins 1985). The Utah mountain kingsnake occurs in pinyonjuniper, mountain shrub, coniferous forest, and riparian vegetation communities up to 2774m
(9100ft). Often found near talus slopes, streams, and springs, this species prefers the shelter of
rocks, logs, and dense vegetation (Stebbins 1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). Diet preferences of this
species include lizards, snakes, and small mammals which are killed by constriction (Stebbins
1985). The Utah mountain kingsnake is documented in the following localities in Washington
County: Beaver Dam Mountains, Browse Canyon, Kolob Canyon in Zion National Park, Leeds
Creek, Oak Grove campground, Pine Grove campground, and Ash Creek (Figure B 19).
Sonora Lyre Snake (TrimorpllOden bisel/tatus lambda)
The Sonora lyre snake is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution (UDWR
1998). This smooth scaled snake has a broad head, slender neck with a distinct lyre or v-shaped
head marking, and vertical pupils (Stebbins 1985). Coloration varies from light brown to gray
with darker brown or gray saddle-shaped blotches, and small dark blotches on the side and belly
(Stebbins 1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). The Sonora lyre snake inhabits desert, sagebrush/grassland,
and pinyon-juniper communities. Primarily a rock-dweller, this chiefly nocturnal species prefers
to spend its days under rocks or in deep crevices (Stebbins 1985). The diet ofthis snake includes
lizards, birds, and small mammals, which are immobilized with venom or by constriction
(Stebbins 1985). This species has been documented within Washington County in the following
locations: Zion National Park, North Creek, St. George, and Snow Canyon (Figure B20).
Southwestern Black-headed Snake (Tantilla IlObartsmitlll)
The southwestern black-headed snake is a species of special concern because of small population
numbers due to restricted or specialized habitat preferences (UDWR 1998). This secretive,
ground-dwelling snake is small, slender, and smooth scaled. The dorsal surface is uniformly tan
to light brown, the chin and throat are light gray, and the belly and tail are reddish orange. It has
a black cap around the head, extending beyond the parietals and ending at the angle of the mouth,
sometimes ending with a subtle light-colored collar (Lentsch et al. 1995). The black-headed
snake can be found in desert, pinyon-juniper, and riparian communities at elevations up to
1520m (5000ft). This species prefers creosote-bursage, blackbrush, and juniper habitats. In
addition, this species frequents streams and creeks in lowland riparian corridors. The blackPage 36

headed snake eats invertebrates including, millipedes, centipedes, and spiders (Stebbins 1985).
Within Washington County the southwestern black-headed snake has been documented along the
Santa Clara River, St. George, and near Quail Creek (Figure B21).

Mojave Rattlesnake (Crotailis sClltlilatlis sClltlilatlls)
The Mojave rattlesnake is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution (UDWR
1998). Within Utah, this species occurs only on the Beaver Dam Slope in Washington County
(Figure B22). While this species is known for its highly neurotoxic and potentially deadly
venom, most injuries and fatalities have resulted from the handling of captive or wild individuals
(Ernst 1992, Klauber 1997). The Mojave rattlesnake, like other members of the genus Crotalus,
is distinguished by its thick body, slender neck, broad triangular head, and keeled scales
(Stebbins 1985). This light brown to gray snake has diamond or hexagonal dorsal markings
bordered in white or cream (Stebbins 1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). A white stripe extends from
behind the eye to the comer of the mouth, and black and white rings encircle the tail (Stebbins
1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). Within Washington County this species inhabits desert communities
in salt desert scrub or creosote bursage, seeking cover under rocks or in animal burrows (Ernst
1992). The Mojave rattlesnake is primarily nocturnal during the summer and only occasionally
seen basking on rocks or near the mouth of burrows in the early mornings. The diet of this
specimen consists of rodents and other reptiles (Stebbins 1985).
Southwestern Speckled Rattlesnake (Crotailis mitchellii pyrrhos)
The southwestern speckled rattlesnake is a species of special concern due to its limited
distribution (UDWR 1998). Within Utah, this species is found only in Washington County on
the Beaver Dam Slope (Figure B23). This snake displays highly variable pigmentation.
Coloration ranges from white to dark gray, or pink to orange, with white and black speckled
keeled scales, and dark dorsal bands often split by a lighter color (Stebbins 1985, Ernst 1992).
The speckled rattlesnake occurs in desert and pinyon-juniper communities with salt desert scrub,
creosote-burs age, blackbrush, and juniper habitat. This species is generally a rock dweller but is
sometimes found in areas ofloose sand. Individuals exist at elevations up to 2100m (6888ft) and
can be found in rocky terrain, such as rock outcrops, deep canyons, talus slopes, and rock
covered foothills (Ernst 1992, Lentsch et al. 1995). The southwestern speckled rattlesnake preys
on small mammals, lizards, and birds (Wright and Wright 1994). C. mitchellii pyrrhos is an alert
snake that rarely retreats when threatened (Stebbins 1985).
Mojave Desert Sidewinder (Crotalus cerastes cerastes)
The Mojave desert sidewinder is a species of special concern due to its limited distribution in
Utah (UDWR 1998). This relatively small, venomous rattlesnake has light tan, pink, cream, or
gray keeled scales patterned with brown, yellow, or tan dorsal blotches (Stebbins 1985).
Identifying features include a triangular hom-like projection over each eye, a dark eye stripe, and
a brown rattle (Stebbins 1985, Lentsch et al. 1995). The Mojave desert sidewinder inhabits
desert and sagebrush/grasslands communities characterized by sparse vegetation, loose sandy or
gravelly soil, and rocky or sandy washes (Wright and Wright 1994). Such open areas are well
suited to the sidewinder's unique method of sideways or S-locomotion, which facilitates quick
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movement and reduces heat uptake when traversing hot surfaces (Stebbins 1985). The diet for
this species includes the occasional bird and a variety ofrodents and lizards (Stebbins 1985,
Ernst 1992). In Utah, the Mojave desert sidewinder is limited to Washington County and has
been documented on the Beaver Dam Slope, Paradise Canyon, St. George, and Hurricane (Figure
B24).

Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii)
The desert tortoise is both a State of Utah endangered species and a federally threatened species
under the Endangered Species Act (UDWR 1998). Declining populations have resulted from
habitat fragmentation and degradation, collection, disease, and predation (USFWS 1994). This
species has a light to dark brown domed carapace, prominent growth lines, stocky limbs for
digging, large conical scales on forelimbs, and a short tail (Stebbins 1985). The desert tortoise
occupies desert communities with washes, dunes, and rocky slopes. Tortoises are found in
creosote-bursage, blackbrush, salt desert scrub, and desert grassland cover types. Tortoises
require rocky areas for winter denning sites, sandy areas with friable soils for egg laying and the
construction of summer burrows, and areas of annual plant production for foraging. Perennial
vegetation is essential for temporary daytime cover. The diet for this species is composed mainly
of annual forbs and grasses (Esque 1994). Desert tortoises in Washington County have been
documented in the following localities: Beaver Dam Slope, Gunlock, Shivwitz, Ivins, Padre
Canyon, Snow Canyon, Paradise Canyon, Bloomington, Winchester Hills, Black Hill west of St.
George, Buckskin Hollow, Webb and Schmutz Hills, North Washington, Red Cliffs, Hurricane,
Hurricane Cinder Knolls, and Springdale.
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Figure B 1. Current distribution of Virgin Spinedace (Lepidomeda mollispinis
mollispinis), Virgin River drainage, Washington County, Utah
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Figure 82. Current distribution of Woundfin (Plagopterus argentissimus),
Virgin River drainage, Washington County, Utah.
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Figure 83. Current distribution of Virgin River Chub (Gila seminuda) ,
Virgin River drainage, Washington County, Utah.
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Figure B4. Current distribution of Flannelmouth Sucker (Castostomus latipinnis),
Virgin River drainage, Washington County, Utah.
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Virgin River drainage, Washington County, Utah.
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Distribution records (n=3) of Lowland Leopard Frog ( Rana
yavapaiensis) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Distribution records (n=262) of Southwestem Toad (Buto microscaphus
microscaphus) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure B8. Distribution records (n=61) of Utah Banded Gecko (Coleonyx variegatus
utahensis) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information includes
museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure 89. Distribution records (n=2) of Desert Iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis
dorsalis) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information
includes museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure B 10. Distribution records (n=85) of Western Chuckwalla ( Sauromalus obesus
obesus) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information
indudes museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure B 11. Distribution records (n= 111) of Mojave Zebra-tailed Lizard ( Cal/isaurus
draconoides rhodostictus) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information indudes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure 812. Distribution records (n=316) of Banded Gila Monster Q-/eloderma
suspectum cinctum) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure 813. Distribution records (n=16) of Desert Night Lizard (Xantusia vigi/is
vigilis) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information
includes museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure B14. Distribution records (n=13) of Utah Blind Snake (Leptotyphlops
humilis utahensis) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure 815. Distribution records (n=41) of Mojave Patch-nosed Snake (Salvadora
hexalepis mojavensis) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
infomlation includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure 816. Distribution records (n=11) of Desert Glossy Snake (Arizona elegans
ebumata) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information
includes museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure 817. Distribution records (n=65) of California Kingsnake (Lampropeltis getulus
califomiae) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information includes
museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure 818. Distribution records (n=1) of Utah Milk Snake (Lampropeltis triangulum
taylori) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information includes
museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure 819. Distribution records (n=20) of Utah Mountain Kingsnake (Lampropeltis
pyromelana infralabia/is) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure 820. Distribution records (n=28) of Sonora Lyre Snake (Trimorphodon
biscutatus lambda) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure B21 . Distribution records (n=28) of Southwestem Black-headed Snake
(Tanti/la hobartsmithi) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure 822. Distribution records (n=15) of Mojave Rattlesnake (Crotalus scutulatus
scutulatus) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution information
includes museum records, grey literature, and agency observations.
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Figure 823. Distribution records (n=18) of Southwestern Speckled Rattlesnake
(Crotalus mitchellii pyrrhus) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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Figure 824. Distribution records (n=21) of Mojave Desert Sidewinder ( Crotalus
cerastes cerastes ) within Washington County, Utah. Distribution
information includes museum records, grey literature, and agency
observations.
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APPENDIX C. Vegetation communities and cover types within Washington County, Utah.
The riverine and biotic community descriptions found within Washington County are drawn
from Albee et al. (1988), Brown (1994) and the Utah Gap Analysis Program (Edwards et al.
1995).
Virgin River Subbasin
The Virgin River subbasin within Washington County encompasses a considerable elevation
range, from 3160 meters at Signal Peak in the Pine Valley Mountains to 700 meters where the
Beaver Dam Wash crosses the state line. Most of the basin is below 2130 meters. This
watershed empties into the Virgin River, which flows southwest to Nevada, and eventually feeds
into Lake Mead. Approximately 67% of the land in the watershed is owned by the federal
government with 23.7 % privately owned and 7.7 % owned by the state (Utah Board of Water
Resources 1993).
Geologically, the Hurricane Cliffs separate two distinct regions of the subbasin. Streams to
the east carve deep canyons and escarpments in the generally soft sedimentary rock, leading to
the development of colorful mesas and plateaus. To the west of the Hurricane Cliffs, numerous
mountain ranges surround Dixie Valley. The concentration of faults and volcanic rock increases
westward with faults and folds clearly visible in the central Virgin River basin between
Hurricane and St. George. Overgrazing has impacted much of the watershed, and the river has
been extensively diverted. Habitat degradation problems include dewatering, accompanying
changes in flow and temperature regimes, unstable bank conditions, and introduction of nonnatives.
The diverse topography, climate gradient, and vegetation cover provide habitats for numerous
species. Five sensitive native fish are found in Washington County and include two endemic
State Endangered Species, the woundfin (Plagopterus argentissimus) and Virgin River chub
(Gila seminuda), and one Conservation Species, the Virgin spined ace (Lepidomeda mollispinis
mollispinis). Two amphibian species were historically found including the lowland leopard frog
(Rana yavapaiensis) and the southwestern toad (Bufo microscaphus microscaphus).
Desert
The desert cornmunity within Washington County is transitional between the lower elevation
Mohave Desert which extends into the extreme southwestern comer of the State and the higher
elevation Great Basin which extends north into Washington and Oregon. Desert soils generally
contain little organic matter and may have accumulations of salt and lime. Aridity, poor soils,
and/or high salinity inhibit the growth of understory vegetation. Annuals germinate
opportunistically after rainfall and perennials develop extensive vertical and lateral root systems.
In general, desert plants and animals must adapt to extreme temperature variations, low levels of
scattered rainfall (2-10" annually), and high evaporation rates, often exceeding ten inches per
year.
The Great Basin Desert, throughout the western half of Utah, Nevada and southern Oregon
and Idaho, is considered a cold desert since more than half ofthe annual precipitation falls as
snow. Species diversity is low in all vegetational communities of this biome. The shorter
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growing season, due to its northern latitude, limits the diversity of plants, which in tum may limit
the diversity of animals. Plants are generally small to medium, low growing, multi-branched,
spineless shrubs. Dominant plants found include blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima),
sagebrush (Artemisia spp.), saltbush (Atriplex spp.), and winterfat (Ceratoides lanata). The
Great Basin desert generally occurs at elevations between 1,000 m and 2,200 m, and occasionally
up to 2,600. Most of the Great Basin receives less than 250 mm of precipitation per year.
The Mojave desert is considered a hot desert since it receives precipitation primarily during
the winter as rainfall. It occurs throughout southern California, southern Nevada, western
Arizona and in the extreme tip of southwestern Utah. Dominant plants of this biome include
creosotebush (Larrea tridentata) , bursage (Ambrosia dumosa), brittlebush (Enceliafarinosa),
blackbrush and white burrobrush (Hymenoclea salsola). The Joshua tree (Yucca brevi/olia) is
endemic to the Mohave. The Mohave Desert is especially rich in ephemeral plants, species that
germinate in response to summer or winter precipitation. Within Washington County, the
elevational range of this desert extends from 670 m to 1000 m and annual precipitation averages
192 mm.
Four distinct cover types, identified by their predominate species or lack thereof, are
identified within desert communities. These include barrens, salt desert scrub, blackbrush and
creosote-bursage complex. Barren areas consist oftalus slopes, cliffs, extensive sandstone
formations, rocky outcrops, alkali flats, sand dunes, lava flows, and other regions where
vegetation is absent. Blackbrush forms communities with spiny hopsage (Grayia spinosa),
Mormon tea (Ephedra spp.), shad scale (Atriplex conferti/olia), snakeweed (Gutierrezia
sarothrae), turpentine bush (Thamnosa montana) and creosotebush. Other associated species
include yucca (Yucca spp.) and cacti (Opuntia spp., Echinocereus engeimannii, Echinocactus
spp.). Salt desert scrub associated species are dominated by shadscale, gray molly (Kochia
vestita), mat-atriplex (Atripiex corrugata), castle valley clover (Atriplex cuneata), winterfat,
sandsage (A . fili/olia), buds age (A. spinescens), fourwing saltbush (A. canescens), halogeten
(Halogeten glomeratus), Mormon tea, horsebrush (Tetradymia canescens), snakeweed, and
rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus spp.). Primary associated shrub species include greasewood
(Sarcobatus vermiculatus), sagebrush, and blackbrush. Creosote-bursage complex is dominated
by creosotebush and white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa) in association with blackbrush, Mormon
tea, dalea (Daleafremonti), honey mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) and brittlebush (Encelia
farinosa). Other associated species within this complex include joshua tree, datil yucca (Yucca
baccata) and prickly pear (Opuntia erinacea).
Desert vegetational communities constitute important habitat for reptile species. Creosotebursage, salt desert scrub, and blackbrush are particularly important for Utah Sensitive Species
including the State Endangered desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and banded Gila monster
(Heloderma suspectus cinctum) . More sensitive reptile species are found in desert community
cover types than in any other, with sixteen in creosote-bursage, thirteen in salt desert scrub and
twelve in blackbrush. Although important, barren layers contain fewer reptile species.

Sagebrush and Grassland
Topographically, sagebrush and grassland communities generally occur in gently sloping
areas such as plains and terraces. Soils are often fairly deep, well drained, rich in organic
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material, and salt-free. In flood plains, high clay content may decrease drainage and biological
productivity. Throughout sagebrush regions, high limestone concentrations make soils basic.
Four vegetation layers are found within these communities and include sagebrush,
sagebrush/perennial, grassland and desert grassland.
The sagebrush community contains a high density of shrubby members of the genus
Artemisia. They occur in regions with moderate annual precipitation or available groundwater.
In southwestern Utah, they generally occur from 1500 to 2150 m. Elevation and soil depth
influence the dominant sagebrush species in a particular region. Big sagebrush (A. tridentata)
occurs in areas with deep soils, foothill sage (A. ludoviciana) inhabits lower elevations, and black
sagebrush (A. nova) occur in areas with shallow soil. Primary associated tree and shrub species
within sagebrush communities include juniper (Juniperus spp.), pinyon (Pinus spp.), mountain
mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius), ponderosa pine (P. ponderosa), rabbitbrush, snakeweed,
winterfat, shadscale and bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata).
Within the sagebrush/perennial grass region sagebrush shrubland is co-dominate with
perennial grassland including big bluestem (Agropyron gerardii), sandberg blue grass (Poa
secunda), sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus), Indian rice grass (Oryzopsis hymenoides),
needlegrass (Stipa spp.), blue gramma (Bouteloua gracilis), and galleta (Hilariajamesii).
Associated shrub and grass species include rabbitbrush (C viscidiflorus), bitterbrush, oak
(Quercus spp.), and cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum). Grasses exclude sagebrush species as
precipitation increases, creating true grassland communities. Within desert grassland and
grassland, dominant plant families are Poaceae and Cyperacea, with woody species absent or
sparse. The desert grassland vegetation layer is a low elevation perennial grassland co-dominate
with shrub land. Primary grassland specics include galleta, indian ricegrass, three-awn (Aristida
purpurea) and sand dropseed. Primary shrub species include shad scale, rabbitbrush, Mormon tea
and winterfat. Desert trumpet (Eriogonum inflatum) is the primary forb species.
Desert grassland communities are important for reptile species. Six sensitive species are
expected in the desert grassland cover type including the State Endangered desert tortoise and
banded Gila monster. Sagebrush and sagebrush/perennial grass is expected to harbor a single
State Sensitive Species, the Mojave Patch-nosed snake. In contrast, there are no Sensitive
species expected in the grassland cover type.
Pinyon and Juniper Community
This cold adapted evergreen woodland is characterized by the dominance of two conifers,
juniper (Juniperus spp.) and pinyon (Pinus spp.). These trees rarely, if ever, exceed 12 m in
height and are typically form open spaced woodlands except at higher elevations and less xeric
sites. Three vegetation layers characterize this conununity including juniper, pinyon, and pinyonjuniper. The understory in these vegetation layers is composed of representatives from two
adjacent layers: mountain shrub and sagebrush/grassland. In the Great Basin desert Sagebush is
the principal and often the most exclusive understory plant.
The pinyon-juniper cover type contains a mixture of single-leaf pinyon pine (P. monophylla),
common pinyon pine (P. edulis), Utah juniper (J osteosperma), and Rocky Mountain juniper (J
scopulorum). Primary associated tree and shrub species include mountain mahogany and
sagebrush. This layer occurs in sunny regions with arid to semiarid climates at elevations
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ranging from 1500 to 2500 meters. This vegetation cover type receives sparse rainfall
throughout the year, 250-500mm per year, with winter precipitation falling as snow. Habitats
tend to be rocky with predominately thin soils. Pinyon-Juniper woodlands reach their greatest
development on plateaus, slopes and ridges.
Within the juniper layer, the conifer forest is dominated by Rocky Mountain juniper and Utah
juniper. Primary associated tree and shrub species include common pinyon pine, single-leaf
pinyon pine, mountain mahogany, sagebrush, and blackbrush. Since junipers are more tolerant
of arid conditions, isolated stands of juniper occur below the mixed pinyon-juniper stands.
In the pinyon cover type, expected dominant species include common pinyon pine and singleleaf pinyon pine. Primary associated trees and shrubs include juniper species, ponderosa pine,
white fir (Abies concolor), douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), oak (Q. gambelii) and sagebrush.
Isolated stands of pinyon occur respectively above the mixed pinyon-juniper stands since
pinyons are less tolerant of arid conditions.
Numerous reptiles are found in the pinyon and juniper community. The majority of species
found within this community type are found in all three cover types. Since few species are
limited to a single cover type, layers will be combined and treated as a single vegetation cover
type during monitoring.
Mountain Shrub Community
The mountain shrub deciduous shrub land community occurs above the pinyon-juniper
community, at 2130-3050 meters elevation. Like pinyon-juniper, the mountain shrub community
occurs in suuny, semi-arid climates with 381 to 457 mm of annual precipitation. The plants in
this layer are tolerant of highly variable weather conditions. Mountain shrubs inhabit moderately
to steeply sloped terrain. Soil composition in mountain shrub communities varies tremendously,
from highly organic to sandy and dry. Five vegetation layers are found within this community
and include oak, mountain shrub, ponderosa pine/mountain shrub, spruce-fir/mountain shrub,
and mountain fir/mountain shrub.
Dominate oak in the oak cover type include gambel oak and shrub live oak (Q. turbinella).
They proliferate in limestone, sandstone, shale, or granite based soils. Dense stands of oak often
inhibit understory development. Primary associated shrub and tree species include maple (Acer
grandidentatum), sagebrush (Artemesia spp.), juniper, pinyon, ponderosa pine, aspen (Populus
tremuloides) and mountain mahogany. The mountain shrub dominates include alder leaf
mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus), cliffrose (Cowania mexicana), antelope
bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) , serviceberry (Amelanchier utahensis), chokecherry (Prunus
virginiana), buckbrush (Ceanothus spp.), snowberry (Symphoricarpos spp.), and pointleaf
manzanita (Arctostaphylos pungens). Within the mountain shrub zone, isolated zones of oak,
maple, or mountain mahogany occur.
Coniferous forests typically inhabit the vegetation layer above mountain shrubs. However, at
the transition between coniferous forests and mountain shrub communities, scattered ponderosa
pines and douglas fir species occur interspersed among the mountain shrubs. In the ponderosa
pine/mountain shrub vegetation layer ponderosa pine is dominate or co-dominate with mountain
shrubs including manzanita, bitterbrush, oak, snowberry, and mountain mahogany. Other tree
and shrub associated species include juniper, pinyon, white fir, douglas fir, sagebrush and
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rabbitbrush. In the spruce-fir/mountain shrub cover type, spruce-fu including Englemann spruce
(Picea engelmannii), P. pungens, and subalpine fir (A. lasiocarpa) dominates or co-dominates
with snowbeny, chokecheny, maple, mountain lover (Paxistima myrisinites), elderbeny
(Sambucus spp.) and servicebeny (Amelanchier spp.). Primary associated shrub and tree species
include douglas fir, limber pine (P. jlexilis), white fir, aspen, juniper and sagebrush. In the
mountain fir/mountain shrub vegetation layer, mountain fir including douglas fir and white fir is
dominate or co-dominate with oak, maple, snowbeny, grape (Berberis spp.), servicebeny,
manzanita, and ninebark (Physocarpus alternans). Primary associated tree and shrub species
include subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), Englemann spruce, limber pine (Pinus jlexilis),
ponderosa pine, aspen, common juniper (J communis), and sagebrush.
Dry meadows are herbaceous meadows with numerous forbs and grasses. They typically
invade shrubby or forested areas after disturbance or encroach upon non-saline dried lakes.
Principal forb species include yarrow (Achillea millefolium), dandelion (Taraxacum officinale),
Richardson's geranium (Geranium richardsonii), penstemon (Penstemon spp.), mulesears
(Wyethia arizonica), golden aster (Helerolheca villosa), arrowleafbalsarnroot (Balsamorhiza
sagittata), hawkbit (Agoseris aurantiaca), larkspur (Delphinium spp.) and scarlet gilia (Gilia
pulchella). Principle grass species include wheatgrass, needlegrass, poa's (Poa spp.), spike
trisetum (Trisetum spicatum) and sedges (Carex spp.). Primary associated shrub species include
sagebrush, rabbitbrush, cinquefoil (Potenlilla spp.), snowbeny and elderbeny. No sensitive
reptiles are found in dry meadows.
Mountain shrub communities contain moderate to low reptile diversity. The Utah mountain
kingsnake is expected in all of the mountain shrub vegetation layers. In addition, the Utah milk
snake is expected in the mountain shrub vegelalion layer and the Sonoran lyre snake is expected
in the oak vegetation layer.

Coniferous and Aspen Forests
Coniferous forests occur at high elevations from 2440 to 3350 m with precipitation ranging
from 460 mm to as high as 760 mm. Vegetation layers within this community include spruce-fir,
ponderosa pine, mountain fir, and aspen . Topography influences coniferous forest distribution.
The cooler north face of a mountain may be sufficiently moist for conifer stands but the drier
south face, at a similar elevation, may harbor aridity-tolerant gambel oak or sagebrush.
Coniferous forest stands may develop in highly shaded canyons when air-currents carry down
cooler and moister air.
The climax ponderosa pine vegetation layer occurs at lower elevations, just above the
mountain shrub or pinyon-juniper communities. Old growth ponderosa pine layer contains
scattered yellow-barked older trees interspersed with occasional groups of shade tolerant
juveniles. Ponderosa pines can grow on a wide variety of soils such as andesite, basalt,
limestone, and sandstone. Other primary associated tree species include pinyon, juniper, white
fir, and douglas fir. Understories are typically grassy or herbaceous.
At higher elevations, in canyons, north slopes and wetter regions, mountain fir and spruce/fir
cover types predominate. The conifer forest mountain fir cover type is dominated by
combinations of white fir and douglas fir in association with ponderosa pine, pinyon, Englemann
spruce, blue spruce (Picea pungens), and subalpine fir. The spruce-fir layer is dominated by
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combinations of Englemann spruce, blue spruce, and sub-alpine fir. Primary associated tree
species include lodgepole pine, white fir, douglas fir, limber pine, and bristlecone pine (Pinus
longaeva). Spruce/fir stands are typically dense since increased cover and large quantities of
acidic litter inhibit understory growth.
In the aspen vegetation layer, deciduous quaking aspen grow in association with Englemann
spruce, blue spruce, subalpine fir, white fir, douglas fir, lodgepole pine and ponderosa pine.
Primary associated shrub species include snowberry and serviceberry. This vegetation layer
invades disturbed communities. In the absence of fire, dominate aspen will be replaced by other
conifer species.
High elevation and low temperatures with nighttime freezing temperatures from midSeptember to early May, limit the number of reptiles that can occupy these communities.
Ponderosa pine and aspen vegetation layers contain two Species of Special Concern, the Utah
milk snake and the Utah mountain kingsnake. The Utah mountain kingsnake is expected in
spruce-fir and mountain fir vegetation layers.
Riparian Community
Riparian communities are found adjacent to water courses and standing water bodies and are
distinguished from true wetlands in that they contain trees and shrubs. Riparian vegetation is
specifically adapted to high water tables or overbank flooding. Riparian soils typically absorb
nutrients and minerals from adjacent watercourses. In polluted watersheds, riparian soils may
also contain high toxin levels. In well developed riparian areas, extensive root systems inhibit
soil erosion.
Mountain and lowland riparian areas are distinguished by elevation, with mountain riparian
areas occurring above 5,500 feet and lowland riparian areas occurring below 5,500 feet. In the
cool, moist mountain riparian vegetation layer, a full tree canopy and shrub understory is
developed. Characteristic mountain riparian trees include willow (Salix spp.), narrow leaf
cottonwood (Populus angustifolia), water birch (Betula occidentalis), black hawthorn (Crataegus
douglasii), rocky mountain maple (Acer glabrum), red-osier dogwood (Cornus sericea) and wild
rose (Rosa woodsii). In the more arid lowland riparian zone, trees are more dispersed, allowing
for thicker shrub growth. Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii), salt cedar (Tamarix
ramosissima), netleafhackberry (Celtis reticulata), velvet ash (Fraxinus velutina), desert willow
(Chilopsis linearis), sandbar willow (Salix exigua), and squawbush (Rhus trilobata) are common
in these areas.
Riparian areas provide excellent habitat for a variety of wildlife. The lowland riparian
community is considered critical habitat to several native reptiles, amphibians and fish. It is
expected to contain five Sensitive fish, including two State Endangered and one Conservation
Species, two Sensitive amphibians and eight Sensitive reptiles. Mountain riparian communities
contain four Sensitive reptiles. The extensive vegetation cover and high moisture level often
moderates microclimate temperatures, providing shelter from extreme conditions. Throughout
this community, ample food and water and multiple forms of shelter are readily available.
Although these biotic communities tend to be small relative to other community types, they
possess an importance disproportionate to their geographic occurrence. Many of the species
found in these habitats, such as amphibians and the sensitive Southwestern black-headed snake
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(Tan til/a hobartsmithi) rely almost exclusively on these communities.

Other Cover Types
Other vegetation layers include open water, agricu lture, and urban. Open water includes
Gunlock, Quail Creek, Enterprise and Kolob Reservoir. Agriculture is defined as irrigated
pastures, hay fields, and dry farm crops. The urban layer includes commercial land and high
density residential areas. The California kingsnake is the only sensitive species found in the
agricultural cover type. No sensitive species are expected in the urban and open water layers.
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Appendix Dl. Proposed inventory and monitoring methods for native amphibians in
Washington County, Utah.
We propose the following inventory method for the southwestern toad (Bufo microscaphus
microscaphus) and lowland leopard frog (Rana yavapaiensis):
• One time inventory to determine current distribution, species composition, and relative
abundances.
• Inventory stations, 500 meters in length, should be conducted every mile along streams
containing potential habitat for these species.
• Visual encounter surveys, audio strip transects and egg mass surveys will be conducted at
each inventory station.
• Inventories will be completed from March to April when the maximum number of species are
expected to be vocal and active.
• Visual encounter surveys will consist of a transect line walked in a zig-zag path across
appropriate habitat within the inventory station.
• Male frog calls will be recorded and counted along a 500 m strip transect, the length ofthe
inventory station.
• Five 50 m square transects within breeding areas will be thoroughly searched for egg masses
and adults every 100 meters within an inventory station.
We propose the following monitoring method for the southwestern toad and lowland leapard
frog:
• Establish long-tenllmonitoring stations to determine relative abundances and trends.
• Monitoring stations will be established every 10 miles along the Virgin River mainstem and
its tributaries within the distribution of the southwestern toad and lowland leopard.
• Visual encounter surveys, audio strip transects and egg mass surveys will be conducted at
each monitoring station.
• Monitoring will be completed from March to April when the maximum number of species are
expected to be vocal and active.
• Visual encounter surveys will consist of a transect line walked in a zig-zag path across
appropriate habitat within each monitoring station.
• Male frog calls will be recorded and counted along a 500 m strip transect, the length ofthe
inventory station.
• Five 50 m square transects within breeding areas will be thoroughly searched for egg masses
every 100 meters within a monitoring station.
Visual Encounter Survey of Adults and Egg Masses
The following general overview of visual encounter survey methods is drawn from Crump
and Scott (1994). This technique is used to determine the species richness ofthe area, to compile
a species list, and to estimate relative abundances of species within an assemblage. Field
personnel walk through an area for a prescribed time period systematically searching for animals.
Time is defined as the number of person-hours of searching in an area. A transect line walked in
a zig-zag pattern across appropriate habitat is proposed within the 500 meter length inventory
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station. All adults observed within 1 m ofthe transect path will be recorded. Field effort and
intensity will be standardized for all inventory stations.
Visual encounter surveys using the quadrat design will be used to detect egg masses and to
assess species richness of larvae in a body of water. Five 50 m square transects within breeding
areas will be thoroughly searched for egg masses every 100 meters within an inventory station.
Assumptions:
1. Every individual of every species has the same chance of being observed during a survey.
2. Each species is equally likely to be observed during each sampling session.
3. An individual is recorded only once during a survey.
4. Results from two or more observers surveying the same area simultaneously are identical.
Although some of these assumptions may not hold at all times, they should be acknowledged and
violations minimized.
Limitations:
I. Not all strata or microhabitats within the habitat can be sampled with equal success.
2. Not all habitat types can be sampled with equal success.
As a result, relative species abundances can be compared only among sites of the same habitat
types.
Audio Strip Transects
The following general overview of visual encounter survey methods is drawn from Zimmerman
(1994). This technique determines distribution of species, relative abwldance of calling males
and species composition by detecting species-specific mating calls. Male frog calls will be
recorded and counted along a strip transect 500 m, the length of the inventory station. The width
of the transect will vary according to the detection distance of each species' advertisement call.
Assumptions
1. All individuals within the strip are detected.
2. Observer is fully knowledgable of the species-specific call.
3. Calling generally equates with breeding and only males call.
4. Each calling frog is counted only once per sample.
5. Every male calling singly within the strip is detected.
6. The detection distance of a given call remains constant.
Limitations
1. Estimate of total adult abundance requires a constant correlation of calling males to the
abundance of noncalling adult males and adult females.
2. If counts of a species are not made during its peak breeding season, differences in results may
reflect differences in the stage of the breeding cycle.
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Appendix D2. Proposed inventory and monitoring methods for native terrestrial reptiles in
Washington County, Utah.
We propose the following inventory method for terrestrial reptiles:
• One time inventory to determine current distribution, species composition, and relative
abundances of reptiles.
• Visual encounter surveys, and straight-line drift fences and pit fall trap arrays, will be
established at each inventory station.
• Visual encounter surveys will consist of a 500 m transect line across appropriate habitat
within the inventory station.
• A minimum of four drift fence and pitfall trap arrays will be established in areas where the
target species is secretive or difficult to detect during visual encounter surveys.
• Inventories will be completed from March to April when the maximum number of species are
expected to be active.
We propose the following monitoring method for terrestrial reptiles:
• Establish long-term monitoring stations to determine relative abundances and trends.
• Monitoring stations will be randomly established within each cover type.
• Visual encounter surveys, straight-line drift fences and pit fall trap arrays, and transect
sampling will be conducted at each monitoring station.
• Monitoring will be completed from March to April when the maximum number of species are
expected to be active.
• Monitoring stations will consist of 2 kIn transects in combination with drift fence and pit fall
trap arrays.

Visual Encounter Transects
The following general overview of visual encounter survey methods is drawn from Crump
and Scott (1994) and Jaeger (1994). This technique is used to determine the species richness of
the area, to compile a species list, and to estimate relative abundances of species within an
assemblage. Transect methodology can be designed to sample relative abundance across a
variety of community layers, habitat gradients, or habitat types. Field personnel walk the
randomly placed transect line systematically searching for animals. Time is defined as the
number of person-hours of searching in an area. A transect line, 2 kIn long, is walked across
appropriate habitat is proposed within the 500 meter length inventory station. All adults observed
within 5 ill of the transect path will be recorded. Field effort and intensity will be standardized
for all inventory stations.
Assumptions:
1. Every individual of every species has the same chance of being observed during a survey.
2. Each species is equally likely to be observed during each sampling session.
3. An individual is recorded only once during a survey.
4. Results from two or more observers surveying the same area simultaneously are identical.
Although some of these assumptions may not hold at all times, they should be acknowledged and
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violations minimized.
Limitations:
1. Not all strata or microhabitats within the habitat can be sampled with equal success.
2. Not all habitat types can be sampled with equal success.
As a result, relative species abundances can be compared only among sites of the same habitat
types.

Drift Fences and Pitfall Trap Arrays
The following general overview of straight-line drift fences and pitfall traps is drawn from
Com (1994). This technique is commonly used to inventory and monitor populations of reptiles
including the presence or relative abundance ofrare and secretive species. Straight-line drift
fences are short barriers, from 5-15 m in length, which direct animals on the substrate into traps
placed beside or at the ends of barriers. Traps can be pitfalls, funnel traps, or a combination of
the two. Trap data can be used to compare relative abundance of individual species among study
areas.
Assumptions:
1. Every individual of a species has the same chance of being captured during a survey.
2. Each species is equally likely to be observed during each sampling session.
3. An individual is recorded only once during a survey.
4. Capture rates do not vary among habitats.
Although some of these assumptions may not hold at all times, they should be acknowledged and
violations minimized.
Limitations:
1. Some species are more easily captured in trap arrays then others. For example, species that are
strong jumpers or climbers are more difficult to trap and may be underrepresented in a sample.
2. If animals are released from traps, they must be marked to eliminate recaptures from
calculations ofrelative abundance.
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